reply-to	DaveduFeu@gmail.com
to	"John.Swinney.msp" <John.Swinney.msp@scottish.parliament.uk>
date	18 January 2011 13:38
subject	Proposed Scottish budget to 2014-2016

	
Dear Mr Swinney

I am emailing on behalf of Spokes.   We understand that the government will shortly be putting forward provisional figures for Scottish Budgets over the coming 4 years.

We would be most grateful if, in preparing these figures, you could include consideration of the attached submission by Spokes.  Although it was prepared for the 2011-12 budget, the main points in sections 3,5,6 are highly relevant also for future years.

If I could very briefly summarise the main themes...

Section 3:   To have any hope of reaching the government's target of 10% cycling modal share by 2010, cycling investment needs to be an absolute minimum 2.5% of the transport budget (￡50m p.a.)    We would argue that total active travel investment should be around ￡100m pa, 5% of the transport budget, which coincidentally is roughly the level proposed in the government's own RPP document.

Section 5:   The mechanisms by which funding should be made available should be such as first, to ensure a basic minimum level of cycling investment in every Scottish local authority, second, to give the opportunity for those councils who take cycling most seriously and enthusiastically to progress much more rapidly and, third, to allow other organisations - ranging from ScotRail and BW through to local cycling community initiatives - to move forward with schemes to boost cycle use.

Section 6:  It is essential to show active travel as a separate budget line, not mix it up with low-carbon vehicles as happens in the current budget line for 'Sustainable and Active Travel.'   The present arrangement is resulting in sustainable transport organisations starting to campaign against low carbon motor vehicle initiatives, as they are competing for the same budget line - I am sure this is something you would not wish to see.

I will be passing this email and attachment on to the finance spokespersons of the other parties at Holyrood.

Yours Sincerely
Dave du Feu
for Spokes

Attachment: Spokes submission on draft Scottish budget 2011-12, available at...
http://www.spokes.org.uk/wordpress/downloads/campaign-submissions/national/

This email also copied with covering letter to other party finance spokespersons:
David Whitton, Labour
Jeremy Purvis, LibDem
Derek Brownless, Con
Patrick Harvie, Green


